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00:12 Good afternoon everybody. My name is Benjamin Gully and I’m a structural biologist here at 
Monash University. My research centres around uncovering the murky world of T cell 
communication.  So exactly how do our T cells recognise an infection and how do they clear 
it so successfully from our body. So every moment of our lives our bodies are constantly 
being bombarded by various threats and pathogens. So these can be bacterial in nature 
such as E.coli, salmonellas which some of you may have heard of but they can also be viral 
in nature such as HIV or Herpes Simplex virus.   

00:51 There can also be instances where our bodies go slightly awry and cellular events within our 
bodies go slightly off function and lead to the development of either cancers or tumour states 
in our bodies. So we have an immune system that is so adept at actually clearing these 
problems that we are barely aware that it is going on in our bodies and this is where my 
research centres.  

01:15 So a big revolution in our understanding of illnesses and how our bodies actually become 
contaminated and infected came with the invention of the light microscope around 150 years 
ago. What the light microscope actually did was show us that our bodies are surrounded in a 
world teaming with germs and bacteria. So just in the top right hand side you can see a 
micrograph of E.coli and what this E.coli does is if it takes hold in your body it can make you 
very very ill.  

01:46 Fortunately for us we have an immune system which is constantly circulating through our 
blood and actually clearing these infections without us ever really realising that it is occurring 
and actually doing it so successfully we didn’t really know very much about it until relatively 
recently. So the front line in our immune system is something called the Innate immune system 
which is kind of like the frontline of defence when we get infected or a bacteria invades our 
systems. So in the top left hand corner you can see some macrophages. 

02:14 So these are the major components of the innate immune system. They are about 20 microns 
in size and as you can see next the red blood cells they dwarf them.  They are really big cells 
and they use their massive size to their benefit. So they patrol through your blood and it they 
recognise a bacteria as being present, as you can see on the right hand side they will actually 
engulf that bacteria and actually destroy it to try and clear that infection or bacteria from your 
body. 

02:41 So what happens if it is not that easy and something is actually trying to hide within your body? 
So as microscopes kind of advanced we started to learn ever more about sub-cellular things. 
Things going on at a scale even lower than what we had seen previously. So as you can see on 
the left hand side this is a micrograph of a human cell. This cell is actually contaminated with 
a virus which is actually using that cell to replicate itself, bud away from the surface and go 
and contaminate other cells and infect them. 

03:10 So on the right hand side you can see a much higher … a much more clarified image of that 
same process with a HIV virus just bud away from the surface of a human cell in order to go 
away and try infect another cell. So how does our body actually go about containing this 
infection and actually fighting it? So this where something called your adaptive immune 
system kicks into play. 
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03:30 So in the top right hand side you can see a much smaller cell this time called the dendritic cell 
and this is only about 10 microns in size but what it has coming out of its surface is this kind of 
spaghetti like dendrites. And what these dendrite do is actually as it is circulating through your 
body it uses these dendrites to sample it local environment. So it’s actually picking up bits of 
cellular debris from other cells and bits of dead cell as it passes through your blood. 

03:57 What it’s actually doing is taking like a snapshot of everything it sees and witnesses as it surveys 
through your body and your blood and then it hallmarks these communication signals on it’s 
surface for other immune cells to come along and communicate with that dendritic cell. So kind 
of like the enforcers in this relationship are T cells otherwise known as your white blood cells. 

04:20 As you can see in the top right, again these circulate through your blood and T cells are what 
my lab specialize in studying. So they are only around 7 microns in size which is relatively small 
but what they lack for in size they make up for in their ability to completely obliterate and kill a 
contaminated cell. So what you can see in this video is a T cell actually interacting with a target 
cell which could be a dendritic cell. 

04:43 So in red you can see the T cell actually sampling the surface of this dendritic cell and what it is 
actually doing is reading the ‘barcode’ on the surface of that dendritic cell to see exactly what 
that dendritic cell has seen and if that shows any hint of contamination be that viral, bacterial, 
or cancerous in nature then that T cell will go about destroying that cell. As you can see in the 
bottom right hand side where that T cell has now copied itself and is now destroying that 
infected cell.  

05:11 This process is what my lab studies and it is all about the internalisation process. The processing 
of the contaminant, in this case a virus which is internalised by that dendritic cell. It’s then 
processed within the dendritic cell its self and it’s actually chopped up into small fragments 
which we call antigens. So these antigens are actually the building blocks of the proteins within 
the virus its self and what actually makes that virus live and actually replicate.  

05:50 These antigens are specific to that virus and their not cells so they are not from our origin and 
what happens with them is a dendritic cell receptor actually displays those antigens on its 
surface. So each dendritic cell has a ‘barcode’ on its system which actually tells the surveillance 
T cells what it has seen and this interplay between the yellow T cell and this dendritic cell is 
what my lab studies and how this molecular recognition actually plays out. 

06:07 So what we do is we isolate the T cell subset that we want to study. We look at the receptors 
on their surface and then we actually go about producing a lot of that receptor complex and 
then we set about generating something called a protein crystals which in essence is just an 
ordered array of the protein receptors on a grand scale. We then take those crystals.  

06:31 We harvest them and we store them in cryogenic conditions using liquid nitrogen and then we 
prepare them for actually utilising in one of our experiments. Our experiments utilise really high 
intensity light to help yield the most information possible from these really small and really 
delicate crystals. So once we have collected the data it actually hits a data detector which tells 
us lot of information about the irradiated sample and the sample that has been exposed to that 
light. 

07:03 This information can then be used to calculate the exact atomic placement of every atom in that 
receptor complex which gives us a really comprehensive understanding of how that receptor is 
actually recognising that particular dendritic cell’s cognate receptor, in particular the antigen in 
that receptor complex. And this informs us in the next generation of actually trying to 
understand how your T cell is recognising something and what goes awry in an autoimmune 
disorder or something where your body struggles to clear an infection.  
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07:38 So to visualise all this it takes place on a scale that we are not really used to thinking about. So 
we go from something like a human hair and then we proceed down the size range where we 
are seeing a human cell. We are seeing a bacteria around 10 microns and then we are seeing 
sub-cellular organelles at around a micron in size but that’s when the light limit actually reaches 
its limit. 

08:22 And what this means is the actual oscillation of those light waves doesn’t actually give us enough 
information to go further down in the sizes spectrum. So we switch to X rays which has a much 
finer wavelength which allows us to delve into the world of viruses and proteins and even the 
building block of those proteins.  

08:18 So these proteins are actually just comprised of long strings of amino acids and these amino 
acid chains then assemble into a 3 dimensional structure which gives that protein its function. 
By understanding the exact structures of these proteins we can actually elucidate how they are 
achieving their mode of action. So the X rays we utilise come from the Australian Synchrotron.  

08:40 So this is an electron accelerator which actually uses an electron gun to fire an electron around 
this internal ring which is then accelerated and then allowed into the outer ring. The electrons 
are then bounced off a magnet which then emits a high intensity photon of X ray light which is 
what we use for our experiments. 

08:59 So here we are now looking at the receptor which is actually expressed on the surface of a 
dendritic cell. So as you can see we can place every single atom within that receptor. So this is 
expressed on the dendritic cell surface and we can place with accuracy about one ten billionth 
of a metre every single atom with in that complex.  

09:19 If we look at it in a surface representation it looks a lot simpler but what we can immediately 
see is that this receptor has this cleft on its top surface and this is where the antigen actually 
sits and in this case it is a chewed up bit of protein which is called a peptide fragment. And this 
peptide fragment is specific to that virus. So if we have a T cell that recognises that we know 
that it shouldn’t actually be there.  

09:45 So your body actually has a lot of different T cells with in your system. So you have around 20 
million unique T cells and what makes them unique is they all express a single unique T cell 
receptor. So this receptor we have also solved the structure of those and what we can see is the 
bulk of these T cell receptors are relatively similar. They have a very similar domain which 
actually sits just above the cell surface. 

10:12 But if we look at the bit that extends away from the T cell itself as I will colour here, we can see 
this is where the most variability occurs and this is a highly variable region and what makes 
every T cell unique and what this does is plays complementary receptor where you have this 
dendritic cell receptor that sits on the surface with this molecular piece of jig saw which is the 
antigen and the T cell plays its role in actually being the cognate piece of that molecular jig saw. 

10:42 So these are actually selecting on things that don’t recognise you and if they do recognise 
something they’ve got a pretty good guess that it shouldn’t be there and it need to be 
destroyed. So our lab has also been able to elucidate the structure of some of these receptor 
complexes, where we look at the dendritic cell receptor this time presenting an antigen from a 
virus. 

11:04 And we can see that the T cell receptor docks using this highly variable region to actually 
recognise that particular virus antigen. So this forms the perfect molecular match to that 
peptide and the antigen. So in this scenario this T cell would now realise that this is not supposed 
to be there and it would set about actually trying to destroy that cell and clearing that virus from 
your system.  

11:27 And it’s a really elegant way of actually clearing your body of all these things that your body has 
never seen before. So a central kind of feature of what I have shown you is this ability is this 
ability to recognise these antigens but it turns out our bodies are actually way more adept than 
we ever thought they were. 
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11:44  Not only can they recognise bits that come from the building block of the proteins of the 
peptides but they can also recognise lipids and small metabolites which bacteria actually use 
for building either their cell wall or just use those metabolites actually for living out their lives 
and these are things that shouldn’t exist in our bodies because we can’t produce them.  

12:04 So if we do see them in this instance we know that it’s a sign of a bacterial infection. And this is 
really pushing the forefront of where we understand T cells to bind and what they are 
recognising and it’s paving the way for research into infections such as Tuburculousu. So coming 
back to some of the peptide research, a lot of this has been used quite recently to generate 
chimeric receptors. 

12:31 So because we know so much about how the recognition actually occurs we can actually utilise 
that to our benefit to actually develop a new line of medications for treating cancers. So these 
chimeric T cells that I’m going to talk about have actually being generated against a B cell 
lymphoma and they have actually just been released by the NHS. 

12:54 This comes from a global effort to actually get the T cells to market but these medications are 
actually being used by the NHS as of two week ago (10th September 2018).So these chimeric T 
cells are still in testing but what they allow us to do is actually develop a new generation of 
anticancer drugs to try and target tumours which our bodies are trying to get rid of. 

13:17 So in this case it was a lymphoma but it is also likely to be useable for multiple myelomas and 
breast cancers in the future and this particular one is going ahead with remission rates of about 
80% which is quite remarkable for kids that have basically lost all other avenues of treatment.  

13:39 
 
13.53 

So with that I’d just like to thank the lab where I am based here at Monash and all the 
researchers within that lab and Jamie Ross John for his mentorship. Thank-you. 

 

 

 


